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	Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (HNBR) is a synthetic polymer that results from the hydrogenation of Nitrile Rubber (NBR). It is widely known for its physical strength and retention of properties after long-term exposure to heat, oil and chemicals. The unique properties attributed to it have resulted in wide adoption of HNBR in automotive, industrial, and assorted, performance-demanding applications. This Practical Guide covers everything from the manufacture of HNBR to processing in the finished part production facility. This book forms a complete guide for the practising rubber formulator or process engineer dealing with HNBR technology.
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Configuring Financial Accounting in SAPSAP Press, 2011


	What you have in your hands is a unique book. You may have seen several books

	on SAP Financial Accounting (FI) that are available in the market, but none of them

	are as comprehensive as this, covering the gamut of Financial Accounting in SAP

	Financials including—besides the regular topics —FI-CA (Contract Accounts...
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Signaling And Switching For Packet Telephony (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Voice telephony was arguably the first telecommunications service to achieve truly widespread deployment. Data services came into their own much later. To be sure, data telecommunication (in the form of smoke signals and other visual semaphore schemes, for example) has been around for a very long time. Note also that the telegraph preceded the...
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Xml Complete (Mcgraw Hill Complete Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Welcome to XML programming! In this book we're going to take a guided tour of what XML has to offer[md]we'll see it all, from the basics of XML to the advanced topics, from creating our own XML documents to using XML stylesheets, from creating XML links to creating XML browsers.

HTML is like Latin-a language that soon won't be spoken...
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Poisoning and Toxicology Handbook, Fourth Edition (Poisoning and Toxicology HandbookCRC Press, 2007

	A unique reference containing detailed reviews of more than 900 drugs and poisons, the Poisoning and Toxicology Handbook, Fourth Edition provides the latest information on medicinal, biological, herbal, and non-medicinal agents, and antidotes. Increasing its depth and scope with analyses of newer drugs, chemicals,...
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Survey of Industrial Chemistry (Topics in Applied Chemistry)Springer, 2002

	Survey of Industrial Chemistry arose from a need for a basic text dealing with industrial chemistry for use in a one semester, three-credit senior level course taught at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. This edition covers all important areas of the chemical industry, yet it is reasonable that it can be covered in 40 hours of lecture....
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Vision in 3D EnvironmentsCambridge University Press, 2011


	Seeing in 3D is a fundamental problem for anyorganism or device that

	has to operate in the real world. Answering questions such as “how far away

	is that?” or “can we fit through that opening?” requires perceiving and making

	judgments about the size of objects in three dimensions. So how do we see

	in...
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